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Abstract

Cross sections are provided for most important collision processes of the Silicon-

Hydrides from the ”Silane-family”: SiH� �� � � 	 
� molecules and their ions

SiH�� , with (plasma) electrons and protons. The processes include: electron impact

ionization and dissociation of SiH� , dissociative excitation, ionization and recom-

bination of SiH�� ions with electrons, and charge - and atom - exchange in proton

collisions with SiH� . All important channels of dissociative processes are con-

sidered. Information is also provided on the energetics (reactants/products energy

loss / gain) of each individual reaction channel. Total and partial cross sections are

presented in compact analytic forms.

The critical assessment of data, derivation of new data and presentation of re-

sults follow closely the concepts of the recently publishedrelated databases for

Carbon-Hydrides, namely for the Methane family [1, 2], and for the Ethane- and

the Propane families [3], respectively.
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1. Introduction 3

1 Introduction

Collision processes of SiH� �� � � 	 
� molecules and their ions with electrons

and protons play an important role in plasma processing technologies (e.g. micro-

electronic industry, integrated circuit technology, logic devices) [4]...[6], and in

certain astrophysical enviroments (planetary atmospheres, hydrogen rich gaseous

nebulae, etc) [7]. SiH� molecules may also appear in the cold plasma periphery

of fusion devices, if Si is present as an admixture in plasma facing materials [8].

Finally, SiH� may be (and has been in TEXTOR) deliberately injected into fusion

edge plasmas for transport and spectroscopic studies [9].

Despite the significant efforts in the past to estabish a self-consistent database

for SiH� and SiH�� collision processes with electrons and protons [5, 6], [10]-

[13], the absence of experimental and / or theoretical crosssection information for

the majority of these processes has prevented the success ofthese efforts. The gaps

are particularly significant for collision processes of SiH� �� � � 	 �� radicals

and their ions. There are significant discrepancies in thesedata collections even for

SiH� (e.g. in the identification of dominant dissociative ionization, excitation and

recombination channels).

The purpose of this present work is to establish a comprehensive dataset for

all collision processes of SiH� and SiH�� �� � � 	 
� with electrons and protons

that are deemed to be the most important ones in the physical kinetics of a hydro-

gen plasma with relevant collision energies in the range from thermal to several

hundreds eV. The establishment of this database will be based upon a critical as-

sessment of available experimental and theoretical cross section information and

on the use of physically well founded semi-empirical cross section scaling rela-

tionships for the considered processes.

The following electron impact processes will be consideredin the database:

1) Direct (I) and dissociative (DI) ionisation of SiH :� � � ��� 	� ��� �� � �� (1a)	� ��� ���� � �� � ��� � �� (1b)	� ��� ��� � �� � � ��� �� � �� �� (1c)

2) Dissociative excitation of SiH to neutrals (DE):� � � ��� 	� ������ � �� � ��� � � (2)
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3) Dissociative excitation of SiH� ions (DE� ):� � � �� �� 	� ��� ���� � �� � ��� � � (3a)	� ��� ��� � �� � � ��� �� � �� �� � � (3b)

4) Dissociative ionization of SiH� ions (DI� ) :� � � �� �� 	� � �� ���� � �� � � ��� �� � �� �� � �� (4)

5) Dissociative recombination (DR) of electrons with SiH� :� � � �� �� 	� ��� ���� �� � �� � �� � � (5)

Under the considered plasma conditions, and assuming smallconcentrations of

SiH� in the plasma, the only important heavy-particle collisionprocesses are

6) Proton impact charge exchange and particle rearrangement (CX):� � � � �� � 	� � � � �� �� (6a)	� �� � � �� ���� � (6b)

The summations in Eqs. (1)	(5) run over all dissociative channels. The asterisk on

SiH� �� in Eq.(5) indicates that this DR product is (normally) in an electronically

excited state.

In the next section we give the basic information on the properties of SiH�
molecules and their collision processes with electrons andprotons. In Section 3,

we present the cross section information for processes (1) -(6) and their energetics.

In Section 4 we give some concluding remarks.

2 General properties of SiH molecules and their collision

processes with electrons and protons

2.1 Structural and thermochemical properties of SiH�
The similarity of the outer-shell electronic structure of� � ��!� �" � � with that of

carbon atoms,# ��!� �" � � results in a structural similarity of SiH� molecules with

CH� �� � � 	 
�. On this basis, one can expect that there should be a certain
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degree of similarity in the collision dynamics of SiH� and CH� molecules colliding

with electrons and protons. However, there are still considerable differences in

electronic properties (such as ionization potentials, polarizabilities, etc) between

the two systems that introduce differences also in the collision dynamics. These

differences manifest themselves in the magnitudes of collision cross sections rather

than in the underlying dynamic mechanisms of the processes.In Table 1, we give

the values of heat of formation,$� �% (at 293K), and ionization potential, I& , of all

SiH� molecules (� � � 	 
), Si, H and H�, and their ions. This information is

needed when calculating the reaction exothermicities and reaction energetics. Si,

H, H� are included in Table 1 because they appear as products in some reactions.

The values of$� �% and I& were taken from Ref. [14]. Only for SiH� and SiH�,
the values of$� �% , not found in [14], were taken from Ref. [15]. We note that the

value$� �% for an ion'� is related to that of the neutral A by the thermochemical

relation:$� �% �'� � � $� �% �' � � (& �' �. The lowest excited states of the species

involved in processes (1)	(6), together with their excitation energies (taken from

Refs. [14] and [16]), are also given in Table 1.

2.2 Reaction energetics

All electron impact inelastic processes (1)	(4) are characterized by an energy

threshold, E)* . Dissociative recombination reactions (5) can proceed even for zero-

energy electrons (no reaction threshold), while the charge- and particle-exchange

reactions (6a) and (6b), respectively, have a threshold only when they are endother-

mic. Only in the case of direct electron-impact ionization of SiH� , the threshold

energy coincides with the ionization potential. The dissociative processes (1b)	(4)

are characterized by an “appearance potential”, A& : the energy lost by incident

electron for producing a specific fragmentation of SiH� or SiH�� .

The minimum energy that is required for dissociation of a molecule AB (or

molecular ion AB� ) to ground state (electronically and vibrationally unexcited)

fragments in the reaction� � '+ ��� 	� � � ' ��� � + (7)

is ,� �'+ ��� � � $� �% �' ��� � � $� �% �+ � 	 $� �% �'+ ��� � - (8)

where$� �% �. � is the heat of formation of particle X. The dissociation energy

(8) defines the case of ground-state products with zero kinetic energy. This dis-

sociation channel is usually very weak since it involves a direct transition of the
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molecule AB�� � from its initial (ground) vibrational state to the vibrational con-

tinuum (with a small overlap of corresponding vibrational wavefunctions). Disso-

ciation is much more efficient if an electronic transition from the initial (ground)

electronic state of AB�� � to an anti-bonding (repulsive) electronic excited state

AB �� �� is involved, i.e. if the process proceeds as� � '+ ��� 	� � � '+ ���� 	� � � ' ��� � + � (9)

In this case, the energy lost by the incident electron to excite the repulsive AB�� ��
state defines the appearance potential (or the threshold) for reaction (9), and is

equal to/ 01 234)* � / 567 �'+ ���� � � , � �'+ ��� � � $/567 �'+ ���� � - (10)

where

,� �'+ ��� � is given by Eq.(8), and$/567 �'+ ���� � is the amount of ex-

citation energy above the dissociation limit at the equilibrium distance of'+ ���
(vertical Franck-Condon transition). Obviously, the excess of excitation energy$/567 �'+ ���� � represents the total kinetic energy of dissociation product ' ���
and B, i.e. /8 � $/567 �'+ ���� � � (11)

We note that Eqs.(7) and (9) have a symbolic character in the sense that AB may

be a complex polyatomic molecule, and the products A or B can represent several

atomic or molecular products. The total kinetic energy E
8

given by Eq.(11) is

shared among the heavy dissociation products according to/8 �9 � :;9 /8 - �9 /8 �9 � /8 - (12)

where
;9 is the mass of the product< and: is the reduced mass of all dissociation

products.

In view of the finite range of the Franck-Condon region of the initial (ground)

vibrational state of'+ ��� within which the vertical transition to the excited state'+ ���� takes place, the total kinetic energy E
8

of the products is spread over

a certain (relatively narrow) range. Therefore, E
8

in Eqs.(11) and (12) has the

meaning of an average of E
8

over its distribution in the Franck-Condon region.

As we have seen above, the determination of energy threshold, electron en-

ergy loss and kinetic energy of products in dissociative reactions depends on the

knowledge of the energy of AB�� �� excited repulsive state in the Franck-Condon

region of ground vibrational state of AB�� �. For the SiH�� �� systems, however,
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the energies of excited repulsive states are not known (e.g.neither from quantum

- chemistry calculations, nor from experimental measurements of the energy dis-

tribution of dissociation products). Based on our experience with the analysis of

dissociative processes in C
6
H�� �� systems [1, 2, 3], we have adopted the relation$/567 �'+ ���� � � =,� �'+ ��� � > / � - (13)

where D�(AB �� �) is given by Eq.(8) and= is a numerical factor with values in

the range= ? @ �� 	 � �@. According to the experience with C
6
H�� �� systems,

supported partly by quantum - chemistry calculations (e.g.for CH�� �) and partly

by experimental observations of the energy distribution ofdissociation products,=
attains smaller values (A @ �� 	 @ �B) when D�(AB �� �) is large (C 
 	 B eV), and

larger values (A � 	 �) when D�(AB �� �) is small (D � 	 � eV). These criteria were

applied when determining$/567 �'+ ���� � for dissociative reactions of SiH�� �� as

well.

In the case of dissociative ionization (DI) reactions of AB,� � '+ 	� � � '� � + � � - (14)

the threshold energy (= appearance potential) is given by/)* �0 E �'� - + �'+ � � $/ �% �'� � � $� �% �F� 	 $� �% �'+ � (15)� (& �'+ � � ,� �'+ � ��
Since an electronic transition is involved in this reaction, it is efficient even in the

threshold region, where the products A� and B have zero kinetic energy. However,

the reaction becomes much more efficient when dissociation takes place by exciting

an auto-ionizing state AB�� of AB, i.e. when it proceeds as� � '+ 	� � � '+ �� 	� � � '� � + � �� (16)

The doubly excited state AB�� is in fact an electronic state with the ionic core

AB� of the AB molecule excited to a dissociative (repulsive) state AB��. Since

in most cases this is the dominant dissociation mechanism (i.e. the main part of

dissociative excitation cross section is due to this mechanism), it is more reasonable

for the electron energy loss in a DI reaction to take/ ���5G �0 E � (& �'+ � � ,� �'+ � � � $/567 �'+ � � (17)

where$/567 �'+ � � is the excess of excitation energy of'+ �� above the dissoci-

ation limit of'+ � . As in the case of earlier discussed DE� processes,$/567 �'+ � �
R.K.Janev and D.Reiter
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is released as total kinetic energy of reaction products ('� and B, in the present

case), which is shared between (among) them in accordance with relation (12). The

process of dissociative ionization of'+ � ions� � '+ � 	� � � '� � + � � � (18)

proceeds via excitation of ('� ,+ �) Coulomb (repulsive) state by a vertical Franck-

Condon transition form the initial (ground) vibrational state of'+ � . The energy

threshold for this process is/)* �0 E 3 � (& �'+ � � � $/567 �'� - + � � (19)

where(& �'+ � � � ,� �'+ � � '� � + � � (& �+ � � ,� �'+ � � ' � + � � � (& �' �-
and $/567 �'� - + � � ? �H ���IJ 5 �'+ � �K� > /8

(20)

whereL5 �'+ � � is the equilibrium distance between the nuclei in'+ � ion, ex-

pressed in units of the Bohr radius,K�. The relation (20) follows from the fact

(or very plausible assumption) that the Franck-Condon transition from '+ � to�'� - + � � is vertical, and from the Coulomb character of the interaction between'� and+ � in the ('� - + � ) continuum state. Eq.(20) also gives the total kinetic

energy of charged product. (If additional neutral productsare produced in reaction

(18), their kinetic energy is close to zero.)

The energetics of dissociative recombination (DR) process� � '+ � 	� '+ �� 	� ' � + ��� (21)

is characterized by absence of threshold. The reaction is always exothermic, with

an exothermicity$/0M � / ���8 � $� �% �'+ � � 	 $� �% �' � 	 $� �% �+ �� (22)

E���8 represents the total kinetic energy of the products when they are produced

in their ground (electronic and vibrational) states, and when the kinetic energy

of incident electron is zero. In the general case, the total kinetic energy of DR

products is /8 � / 5GNO � / ���8 	 /567 �+ � � - (23)

R.K.Janev and D.Reiter
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where E
5GN O is the energy of incident electron in center-of-mass system, and E

567 �+ � �
is the excitation energy of excited product+ �.

The ionization potentials of SiH� molecules are smaller than that of hydrogen

atom, and charge exchange reactions of H� with SiH� are all exothermic. The

exothermicities$/
of charge-, or particle-exchange reactions� � � '+ 	� � � + � (CX) (24a)	� � ' � + � (PX) (24b)

are calculated as$/ � � $� �% (reactants)	 � $� �% (products)- (25)

where the$� �% values for all reactants or products are included in correspond-

ing sums. If some of the products are electronically or vibrationally (most often)

excited, then the amount of their excitation energy has to besubtracted from$/
given by Eq.(25).

2.3 General properties of collision cross sections

Both total and partial (i.e. for individual reaction channels) cross sections of

electron-impact processes (1)	(4) have a similar general behaviour given byP � ' Q� 	 /)*/ RS �/ TU �� � V/ �- (26)

where E and E)* are the collision and threshold energy, respectively, A is con-

stant (or weakly dependent function of E), and e=2.71828...is the base of natural

logarithm (introduced for convenience). The power-law term in Eq.(26) describes

the cross section behaviour in the threshold region, while the TU �V/ ��/ term de-

scribes the high-energy cross section behaviour, in accordance with Born theory

of inelastic atomic processes. (The form of this term presumes that the dominant

mechanism that governs the process includes a dipole-allowed electron transition.)

The parametersW andV in Eq.(26) depend on the type of process, and they are the

same for all reaction channels of a given process.

For a given processX �X � ( - , ( - , / - , / � - , ( � �, the general cross section

behaviour remains the same for any target molecule; only therelative magnitude

of the cross section may change. This is a consequence of the identity of dominant

mechanism for a given process for any target. From the Born (for high energies)

and classical (for intermediate energies) theories of inelastic atomic processes, it

R.K.Janev and D.Reiter
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follows that the magnitude of the cross section for a given inelastic process, as

function of reduced energy
/ �$/

, is inversely proportional to the square of elec-

tron transition energy$/
(i.e. on the value of reaction threshold),P A / ��)* . This

allows to connect the cross sections for the same type of processX for different tar-

gets. Thus, as will be shown in the next section, the experimental total ionization

cross sections for CH� and SiH� , �� � � 	 
� systems strictly obey theP A / ��)*
scaling relationship for any given value of� . This scaling should remain valid also

for the cross sections of other inelastic electron-impact processes (with exceptions

of DR). The charge exchange cross sections also exhibit distinct scaling properties:

for ED �B keV, P76 A ( ��& , whereas for EC B@ keV, P76 A ( ��& , where(& is the

ionization potential of the target [17, 18].

Another experimental observation of the electron-impact processes (1)	(3)

with C
6
H� �Y � � 	 � Z � [ � [ �Y � �� molecules (see Refs. [1, 2, 3]) is that

total cross sections of these processes scale linearly withthe number of H-atoms in

the molecule. The origin of this scaling is in the “additivity rules” for the strengths

of chemical bonds in a given molecule, and, therefore, this scaling should remain

valid also for the processes (1)	(3) in the case of SiH� . In the case of ionization

of SiH� , for which experimental data are available for all values of� (see Section

3.1), this scaling has already been explicitly verified.

In the case of electron-impact processes (1)	(4) with #6�� molecules (Y �� 	 � Z � [ � [ �Y � �) it was also experimentally observed (see e.g. Refs. [1, 2, 3]

and references therein) that the branching ratios
J\9 for the reaction channels< of

a given processX J\9 � P\] �/ �P )^)] �/ � (27)

become energy invariant for E_ �@ 	 
@ eV. This property of
J\9 was verified

for the case of available partial ionization cross sectionsfor SiH� , �� � � 	 
�
systems (see Section 3.1). The general character of this property of

J\9 allows its

application to other electron-impact processes of SiH� . The energy invariance ofJ\9 is brocken only in the energy region where the thresholds of reaction channels< lie. A prescription for determination of energy dependenceof
J\9 in the threshold

region was given in Ref. [3]. If the thresholds E)* �9 > /9 of reaction channels for

a given reaction of the molecule SiH� or SiH�� (with fixed �) are ordered as/ � D /� D /� D ���/ � D ���- (28)

the modified branching ratios̃R
\9 , that depend on the energy in the near-threshold

region and go over into their “asymptotic” values
J\9 for EC 
@ eV, are given by

R.K.Janev and D.Reiter
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the recurrence relations [3]J̀ \� �/ � � J\�� 	 = � �/ ��/ �a - = � � � 	 J\� (29a)J̀ \� b� �/ � � J\�� 	 =� �/� �/ �a - =� � � 	 J\�� 	 ���c9 d � J̀ \9 �/ � (29b)

with e ? ��B . The branching ratios̃R
\9 (E) satisfy the normalization condition

c9
R̃
\9 � � at any of the thresholds E� /� , and for Ef� /� the deviation is on the

few percentage level. (In cases when this deviation is larger, one should adjust the

parametere to another value around 1.5.) The determination of branching ratiosJ\9 will be discussed in connection with each of processesX considered in the next

section.

The partial cross sectionP \9 �/ � for a particular reaction channel< is now given

by P \9 �/ � � J̀ \9 �/ �P )^)\ �/ �� (30)

When discussing the specific processesX in the next sections, we shall be giving

the analytic expression forP )^)\ �/ � and the values of “asymptotic” branching ratiosJ\9 .

R.K.Janev and D.Reiter
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3 Cross sections and energetics of collision processes

3.1 Electron-impact ionization of SiH (I, DI)

The processes of direct (Eq.(1a)) and dissociative (Eqs.(1b),(1c)) ionization of

SiH� molecules by electron impact have been subject of several experimental [19]

- [22] and theoretical [23, 24] studies. Most extensively has been studied the� � � ��� collision system, for which the partial cross sections for six dissocia-

tive ionization channels have been measured in the energy range from threshold

to 400 eV [19] and to 100 eV [22]. In the overlapping energy range, the partial

cross sections of Refs. [19, 22] for the dominant channels agree well (to within

10-15%) with each other, and so does the total cross sectionP )^)]^g �� �� � �. The total

ionization cross section of Ref. [20] for this molecule, however, is smaller by 30

- 40 % in the energy region above 40 eV than those of Refs. [19] and [22]. For

the collision systems e + SiH� , �� � � 	 ��, only the partial cross sections for the

direct
�� SiH�� + 2e) and dominant dissociative channel (� SiH���� + H + 2e)

have been measured in the energy range from threshold to 200 eV [21].

Theoretical calculations of total ionization cross sections for these systems

have been performed within the binary-encounter-Bethe (BEB) model [23]. For

the SiH� molecule, they agree well (A �@h) with the experimental data of Refs.

[19, 22], but for SiH� , �� � � 	 �� molecules they are consistently smaller (byA �@ 	 �Bh) than the sum of the two dominant partial ionization cross sections of

Ref. [21].

The total ionization cross sections for e + SiH� systems adopted in the present

database are those of Refs. [19, 22] for SiH� , and of Ref. [21] for SiH� , �� � �	��.
The latter have been appropriately increased by 2-8 % to account for the contribu-

tions of unmeasured dissociation channels (estimated fromthe contributions of

similar channels in SiH�). In the high energy region (above the range in which

experimental data were available), we have extended the adopted cross sections

according to their Bethe-Born energy behaviour. All total ionization cross sections

for SiH� systems have broad maxima around E? H@ eV. The adopted total ioniza-

tion cross sections were fitted to the analytic expression ofthe following formP )^)]^g �� �� � � � ' ]^g �� � Q� 	 /)*/ RS �/ � /)* �� 	 i� �� � TU ���V/ ��j�@��� Vk � �
(31)

where the collision and threshold energies, E and E)* , are expressed in units of eV,i� �� is the Kronecker symbol, and e=2.71828... is the base of natural logarithm.

R.K.Janev and D.Reiter
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For the fitting parameters']^g �� �, W andV, the following values were obtained']^g �� � � ��lm �� � @ ���m� � - W � � �@ - V � @ ��@ � (32)

The analytic fits (31)	(32) reproduce the adopted cross sections well within their

experimental uncertainties (A � �nh).

It is interesting to compare the cross sectionsP )^)]^g �� �� � �, given by Eqs. (31)	(32),

with the cross sectionsP )^)]^g �# �� �, �� � � 	 
�, given in Refs. [1, 2] by an expres-

sion similar to Eq.(31). In both cases the values of parameters W and c are the same

(c=0.09 in the CH� case), while for the “structural” factors']^g �� � it was found

that they satisfy the relation']^g �� �� � �' ]^g �# �� � � o� p(& �# �� �(& �� �� � � q � - (33)

where(& �. � is the ionization potential of molecule X. The proportionality factoro� was found to beo� ? �, within 2	4% accuracy for all values of� . Relation (33)

confirms the expectations, based on the classical and Born theories, regarding the( ��& scaling of reduced ionization cross sections. Its strict fulfillment
�o ? ��@�,

may also be taken as an indication of the accuracy of total ionization cross sections

adopted in the present database.

As mentioned at the beginning of this sub-section, partial cross sections for

six individual ionization channels of SiH� were measured in [19, 20, 22]. The

sensitivity of experimental technique employed in Ref. [21] was such that for

SiH� , �� � � 	 �� the authors could reliably determine only the cross sections

for the parent (SiH� � SiH�� ) and dominant dissociative (SiH� � SiH���� + H)

ionization channels. The cross sections for other dissociative ionization channels

in these systems were estimated to be smaller than� j �@��r Vk �
. (It should be

noted that the measurements in Ref. [21] were performed for SiD� , �� � � 	 ��,
but the ionization process does not exhibit an isotope effect.) It is important to

note that in all cross sections measurement experiments on SiH� [19, 20, 22], the

parent ionization channel (SiH� � SiH�� ) was not observed. The potential well

of SiH�� ion is very shallow (

,� ? @ �BH eV) and the ion is unstable against auto-

dissociation to SiH�� + H�. (The Franck-Condon transition SiH� � SiH�� leads

directly to the continuum SiH�� + H� .)
The main electron-impact ionization channels of SiH� molecules are shown

in Table 2. The values of threshold energy (E)*), average electron energy loss

(
/ ���5G ) and mean total kinetic energy (

/ 8
) for each ionization channel, calculated

by using Eqs. (15), (17) and (13), respectively, are also given in this table. The
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calculated values for E)* agree well with the experimentally observed appearance

potentials (except for the minor H� and H�� ion production channels from SiH� ,
where the observed'& values are about 24 eV. The cross sections of these chan-

nels in the threshold region are so small that an experimental error of the order ofA B eV is quite possible. In Table 2 are also given the “asymptotic” branching

ratios,
JE �0 E , for all individual ionization channels. For SiH� , they have been de-

termined from experimental cross sections of Ref. [22]. It has been found that for

E_ �@ 	 
@ eV these branching ratios are independent (within the accuracy of the

cross sections) of the collision energy. For the other SiH� molecules, the branching

ratios were determined after increasing the experimentally available cross section

sum of the SiH�� and SiH���� � � channels [21] by the estimated values of not

measured dissociative ionization channels. The latter were determined by assum-

ing that their contribution to the total cross section is in the same proportion as that

of the corresponding channels of SiH� . The ratio of the branching weights for the

SiH�� and SiH���� � � channels, however,was kept the same as in the experiment.

It should be mentioned that the large value of
J0E for the SiH�� + H� disso-

ciation channel in Table 2 is due to the contribution of the auto-dissociative decay

SiH�� � SiH�� + H� of the SiH�� ion, formed as an unstable intermediary in the

collision. The threshold energy for the formation of this intermediary is 11 eV (see

Table 1), close to that for direct SiH�� + H� fragmentation (11.6 eV). It has been

estimated that the virtual SiH�� � SiH�� + H� channel contributes about 50% to

the total SiH�� + H� channel cross section.

The partial cross section for a specific ionization channel� � � ��� � '� ���� � ��, is given by (see Eq.(30))PE �0 E �'� �� ��� � � J̀ E �0 E �'� �� ��� �P )^)]^g �� �� � � - (34)

whereR̃E �0 E is expressed in terms of “asymptotic” values RE �0 E (given in Table

2) by Eqs. (29), andP )^)]^g is given by Eqs. (31)	(32). The cross section for the� � � � � � � � �� � � ionization is given in Ref. [24] in the form

P]^g �� �� � �@���(& / st'� TU �/ �(& � � ��9d � '9 Q� 	 (&/ R9 uv �Vk � � - (35)

where(& � n ��B eV, collision energy E is expressed in eV units, and the values of

fitting parameters'] are: '� � ��BH� - ' � � @ �H�� - ' � � 	� �mnH - ' � � ��nBm.
The energetics of this reaction is also given in Table 2.
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3.2 Dissociative excitation of SiH� to neutrals (DE) and vibrational
excitation of SiH�

There have been no direct measurements or theoretical calculations of the cross

sections for electron-impact dissociative excitation of SiH� molecules to neutrals.

There exists, however, a cross section measurement of the total electron-impact

dissociation cross section of SiH� to both neutral and ionized fragments [25] in the

energy range from threshold toA B@@ eV. The total cross section for dissociative

excitation to neutral fragments of SiH� , P )^)01 �� �� � �, can be obtained by subtract-

ing the total dissociative ionization cross sectionP )^)0 E �� �� � � from the measured

total dissociation cross sectionP )^)w]xx �� �� � � of Ref. [25],P )^)01 �� �� � � � P )^)w]xx �� �� � � 	 P )^)0 E �� �� � � � (36)

By using this relation and the data of Ref. [22] forP )^)0 E , we have obtainedP )^)01 �� �� � �
up to E=200 eV, and have then extended it to higher energies according to the

Bethe-Born energy behaviour. The cross sectionP )^)01 �� �� � � has a threshold E)* ?n �@ eV and exhibits a broad maximum around E? H@ eV. The cross sectionP )^)01 �� �� � �
can be related to the similar (also experimentally known) cross sectionP )^)01 �#�� �
[1] by the relation P )^)01 �� �� � �P )^)01 �#�� � � y p'& �� �#�� �'& �� �� �� � � q� - (37)

where'& �� �. � is the appearance potential for the dominant H-production disso-

ciative channel of molecule X. It was found that above 30-40 eV, the proportion-

ality factor y in Eq.(37) isy ? � ���. The relation (37), of course, holds for any

pair SiH� and CH� with the same� . From the known total DE cross sections for

CH� [1, 2], and assuming that the valuey ? � ��� does not depend upon� , one can

obtain P )^)01 �� �� � � for y=1	3. The cross sectionsP )^)01 �� �� � � obtained by this

procedure can be represented by the analytic expressionP )^)01 �� �� � � � '01 �� � Q� 	 /)*/ R� �/ TU �� � @ ���/ ��j�@��� Vk � � - (38a)

with '01 �� � � @ �lB �� � @ �B@� � - (38b)

and collision and threshold energies, E and E)* , expressed in eV units.

The most important electron-impact dissociative excitation channels of SiH�
molecules are given in Table 3. The threshold energies, E)* (� / ���5G �, and the
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total mean kinetic energy of the products,
/ 8

, calculated by using Eqs. (10) and

(13), respectively, are also given in this table for each reaction channel. The high-

energy branching ratios
J01 shown in Table 3 were calculated from the relationJ01 �'�� ��� � > P01 �' �� ��� �P )^)01 �� �� � � � P0E �'� �� ��� �P )^)0 E �� �� � � > J0E �'� �� ��� � -

(39)

i.e. assuming that branching ratios for DE reaction� � � �� � � � � '� (products)

and DI reaction� � � ��� � �� � '�� (products) are the same. The relation (39)

reflects the fact that both DE and DI processes are governed bythe same physical

mechanism: excitation of a dissociative state that lies in the continuum [26, 27].

Autoionization of this state leads to dissociative ionization, whereas its survival

leads to dissociation to neutrals. It should be noted that, while autoionization de-

pends only on the coupling of auto-ionizing dissociative state with the continuum,

the survival probability of the system in this state dependson the time it spends in

that state. Therefore, the DE process exhibits an isotope effect [27].

We note that in the silane-based plasma processing modeling(see e.g. [5, 6,

28]), the DE processes SiH� , �� � � 	 �� are usually not included. The SiH�� SiH� + H� channel, which we predict to be a strong DE channel, is also not

included in those models (presumably because of lack of cross section data). In-

stead, the DE channel SiH� � SiH� + 2H is usually included (as a sub-dominant

channel). However, the dissociation energy for this channel is 7.19 eV (compared

to 2.64 eV for the SiH� + H� channel), and its threshold energy should be high

(A �� 	 �
 eV). Therefore, this DE channel should be very weak and is notin-

cluded in Table 3.

The partial cross section for a given SiH� � A + (products) DE channel is

given by P01 �' �� ��� � � J̀01 �'�� ��� �P )^)01 �� �� � � - (40)

whereR̃01 and R01 are related by Eqs.(29), andP )^)01 is given by Eq.(38).

As it can be seen from Table 3, threshold energies for DE processes of SiH�
all lie above 5 eV. At lower collision energies, SiH� molecules can be efficiently

vibrationally excited by electrons, and this process may bea significant energy loss

mechanism for the electrons. Vibrational excitation of SiH� by protons should also

be characterized by large cross sections. Unfortunately, cross section data for these

processes are not available except for the electron-impactvibrational excitation of

SiH� .
There are two vibrational modes in SiH� for which cross section data are avail-
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able: the bending mode (z� - z� ) and the stretching mode (z � - z�), with threshold

energies of 0.113 eV and 0.271 eV, respectively. Although the energy quanta of

these modes are small, the corresponding cross sections in the energy region be-

low A �@ eV are very high (several times�@��r Vk �
). The cross sections forz� �� andz ��� excitations of SiH� have not been measured directly, but derived (by

many authors) by a Boltzmann equation analysis of experimental electron swarm

parameters (drift velocity, net ionization coefficient, etc). This procedure does not

provide a unique determination of excitation cross sections of z� �� andz ��� vibra-

tional modes. The cross section data forP567 �z� �� � andP567 �z ��� � of Refs. [29]

and [30] have been used in the modeling of most silane-containing discharges, al-

though in the region aboveA B eV these two data sets differ by a factor of 5, or

more. BelowA � eV these two cross section data sets are close to each other, and

to the data of other authors. For the present database, we have adopted the data

of Ref. [29] for the energy region belowA �@ eV, and for EC 20 eV we have

taken a mean value of the cross sections of Ref. [29] and [30].From the point of

view of electron energy loss calculations, relevant is the total vibrational excitation

cross section,P )^){ ]| �567 � P567 �z� �� � � P567 �z ��� �. The sum of adoptedz ��� andz� ��
excitation cross sections can be represented by the analytic expressionP )^){ ]| �567 �� �� � � �
Q� 	 @ ��n�B/ � R �}�� �m �@� � / �}~�� � �B ��/ ��}r~� � @ ��n/ � }r� � @ ���/ � }~� � @ ��/ � }~��j�@��r Vk � � (41)

where / � � /@ �
 - / � � /n - (42)

and the collision energy E is expressed in eV units. For energies E[ @ ��H� eV,

the electron energy loss is E���5G � @ ���� eV, for @ ��H� D / ��I � [ �B - / ���5G ?@ ��l� - �P567 �z� �� � ? P567 �z ��� � in this energy range), and for EC 15 eV, E���5G �@ ���� eV (sinceP567 �z� �� � � P567 �z ��� � in this region). It should be noted that the

SiH� excited by this process do not form a separate population of SiH� molecules

which should be distinguished from the population of unexcited SiH� molecules in

the kinetic Monte Carlo transport modeling codes. The excitation energy of these

vibrationally excited molecules (0.1 - 0.3 eV) is much smaller than the threshold

energies of other processes and, therefore, has no effect ontheir cross sections. In

fact, the uncertainties in threshold energies of other electron impact processes are

considerably higher (A @ �B eV) than the above vibrational excitation energies.
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3.3 Dissociative excitation of SiH�� (DE� )

There are no experimental or theoretical cross section datafor the process of dis-

sociative electron impact excitation of SiH�� ions, Eq.(3). For determining the total

cross sections for these processes we shall use the scaling relationP )^)01 3 �� �� �� �P01 3 �# � �� � � y �'& �'� �#� �� �'& �'� �� �� �� � � � - (43)

where'& �'� �. � � is the appearance potential for the dominant channel of� �. � � �� '�� (neutral products) DE� reaction. By choosing (somewhat conser-

vatively) the value of proportionality constanty in Eq.(43) asy ? ��@, one obtainsP )^)01 3 �� �� �� � from the known cross sectionsP )^)01 3 �#� �� � [1]. The total DE�
cross sections for SiH�� derived by this procedure can all be fitted to the analytic

expressionP )^)01 3 �� �� �� � � '01 3 �� � Q� 	 /)*/ R� }~ �/ �� �� � @ �n/ � �j�@��� Vk � � (44)'01 3 �� � � @ ��m �� � @ �BB �� 	 ��� - (45)

where E and E)* are expressed in eV units, and e = 2.71828.... E)* in Eq.(44) is

the lowest energy threshold of the individual reaction channels for a given SiH��
molecule. The values of E)* and the mean total kinetic energies

/8
of dissociation

products calculated by using Eqs.(10) and (13), respectively, are given in Table 4

for the most important DE� channels. The ion SiH�� is excluded from this table

since it is not produced by electron-impact ionization of SiH� (see Section 3.1).

This ion is not produced by electron capture in� � � � ��� collisions either, since

the vertical Franck - Condon transition SiH� � SiH�� leads directly to the SiH�� +

H� continuum of SiH�� .

The high-energy values of branching ratios R01 3 of individual reaction chan-

nels are also given in Table 4. They have been determined by the procedure de-

scribed in Ref. [3]. For two different DE� channels of the same SiH�� ion, e.g.

SiH�� � A�� + (neutrals) and SiH�� � A�� + (neutrals), this procedure predicts thatJ01 3 �'�� �� �� �� �J01 3 �'�� �� �� �� � ? ���� Q/)*�/ )* � R � }~
(46)

where E)* � and E)*� are the thresholds of considered DE� channels, and��, ��
are additional factors characterizing the channel fragmentation. The exponent 2.5

in Eq.(46) reflects the threshold energy behaviour of DE� reactions (see Eq.(44)).
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The values�] for various types of fragmentation (e.g. release of H, H� or H + H�
neutrals) have been determined from comparing the results of such a procedure,

applied to I, DI, and DE processes, and the experimentally known (e.g. for I, DI)

or on their basis derived (e.g. for DE) R\ values (X = I, DI, DE). The partial cross

sections of individual DE� channels are given byP01 3 �'� �� �� �� � � �J01 3 �'� �� �� �� �P )^)01 3 �� �� �� � (47)

where �J01 3 and
J01 are related by Eqs.(29), andP )^)01 3 is given by Eqs.(44)	(45).

3.4 Dissociative ionization of SiH�� (DI�)

No experimental or theoretical cross section data exist forthe electron-impact ion-

ization (DI� ) of SiH�� ions, Eq.(4). These reactions are characterized by large

energy thresholds (A 25	30 eV) and play a role in silicon hydrid kinetics only

when the edge plasma temperature is relatively high (_ 20 eV).

The total cross section for DI� processes of SiH�� were determined by the same

procedure used in the preceding sub-section for determination of P )^)01 3 �� �� �� �,
(cf. Eq.(43)). The total DI� cross sections, obtained by this procedure, can be

represented by the analytic expressionP )^)0 E 3 �� �� �� � � '0E3 �� � Q� 	 /)*/ R �}~~ �/ �� �� � @ �B/ � �j�@��� Vk � � (48)'0E3 �� � � @ ��H� �� � @ ���� �� 	 ��� (49)

where E and E)* are expressed in eV, and e = 2.71828....

The main DI� channels for��� �� �� collision systems (y = 1 - 3) are given in Table

5. The ion SiH�� has been excluded from this table because it is not formed in the

plasmas considered in the present work. Threshold energies, E)* , and total kinetic

energy of ionized fragments, E
8

, calculated using Eqs.(19) and (20), respectively,

are also given in this table. The value of r
5
(AB� ) in Eq.(20) for SiH� was taken

from Ref. [16], (r
5
(SiH� ) ? 2.87 K�), and was slightly increased for SiH�� (r

5
=

2.85K�) and SiH�� (r
5

= 2.87K�), K� being the Bohr radius. The branching ratios

for individual DI� reaction channels were calculated in a similar way as for the

DE� reactions, considered in preceding sub-section, and are also given in Table 5.

The partial cross section for an individual DI� channel SiH�� � A� + B� +

(neutrals) of a given� � � �� �� collision system are given byP0 E 3 �'� - + � �� �� �� � � �J0E3 �'� - + � �� �� �� �P )^)0 E 3 �� �� �� � (50)

whereR̃0E3 and R0E3 are related by Eqs.(29).
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3.5 Dissociative recombination of SiH�� (DR)

Cross section data of dissociative recombination of electrons on SiH�� ions are not

available in the literature. However, total DR rate coefficients for these systems for

thermal temperatures have been reported in Refs. [6, 12] and[31]. These data show

a weak linear increase with increasing� in SiH�� . The rate coefficientD zP0M C
has a� ���� - temperature dependence at low temperatures, that followsfrom the

Wigner law for break-up reactions [32]. At higher temperatures, where other mech-

anisms contribute to the DR process (TA 1 eV) , and, where other processes (such

as DE�) begin to compete with DR (� A �@ eV), the� ���� - temperature depen-

dence changes into a stronger one,D P0Mz CA � �}�~ [33]. Using the thermal

data onD zP0M C from Refs. [6, 12] and [31], and T-dependence ofD zP0M C
from Ref. [33], the total DR rate coefficients for SiH�� ions can be represented in

the form D P )^)0M z C �� �� �� � � � �
H �� � @ ���� �� � }~ �� � @ ��H� � }~~ � �j�@�� Vk � �!� (51)

where electron temperature T is expressed in eV units.

The main dissociative recombination channels for SiH�� (� � � 	 �) ions are given

in Table 6. Their branching ratios
J0M , taken to be the same as the measured

branching ratios in the corresponding� � #� �� DR reactions [1, 2], are also shown

in this table. These branching ratios, determined in the thermal region, are expected

to be temperature invariant up to a few eV. Their temperaturedependence at higher

temperatures is unknown. In Table 6 also shown are the excited products expected

to be formed in a given DR channel for collision energies below A � eV. The

exothermicities of DR channels for ground state dissociation products, E���8 , are

also shown in Table 6. The total kinetic energy of dissociation products for an

electron impact energy E
5G7�

in the center-of-mass system, with production of an

excited product+ �, is given by:
/8 � / 5G7� � / ���8 	 /567 �+ � �, where E

567 �+ � �
is the excitation energy of+ � (see Eq.(23)).

3.6 Charge exchange and particle rearrangement reactions

Cross section measurements or calculations for charge exchange and particle ex-

change reactions (6a) and (6b), respectively, do not exist in the literature. Total

thermal rate coefficients for the sum of these processes, however, do exist [5, 12],

but show a spread within a factor of two. The data in these sources are also incon-

sistent with the Langevin total thermal rate coefficient forthese processes, which
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requires their increase with the increase of number of H atoms in SiH� (or, equiv-

alently, with the polarizability of SiH� ). Therefore, staying within the spread of

reported� )^)76
values, we have chosen to determine them by using the relation� )^)76 �� �� � � � (& �#�� �(& �� �� � �� )^)76 �# � � � (52)

where(& �. � is the ionization potential of X, and� )^)76 �# � � � are known (see e.g.

[1, 2]). Relation (52) reflects the inverse proportionalityof charge exchange cross

section with the electron binding energy in the target [17].The� )^)76 �� �� � � values

obtained from Eq.(52) and the data for� )^)76 �# �� � given in Ref. [1] are shown in

Table 7. In this table also shown are the values of branching ratios
J �����|�76

for the

proper charge exchange (electron capture) and particle exchange reaction channels,

which are close to those for� � � #�� systems [1]. The cross sections for the

charge exchange (Eq.(6a)) and particle exchange (Eq.(6b))processes in the thermal

energy region (E� @ �� eV) can now be written asP ���76 � H ��m J ���76 � )^)76/ � }~ �j�@��r Vk � � (53)

P �|�76 � H ��m J �|�76 � )^)76/ � }~ � V/ � �j�@��r Vk � � (54)

where� )^)76
is expressed in units of�@�� Vk � �!, and collision energy E is in eV

units. In fact, Eqs. (53) and (54) can be extended even to somewhat higher ener-

gies. The additional termV/ �
in the denominator of Eq.(54) takes into account the

rapid decrease with energy of the probability for particle exchange. The values of

parameters c and� are also given in Table 7.

In this table are also given the exothermicities$/
for each of the reaction

channels for a given H� + SiH� system, calculated by using Eq.(25) under the

assumption that the reaction products are in their ground electronic and vibrational

states. It is, however, fairly probable that the SiH�� and SiH���� products have a

significant degree of vibrational excitation. The energy released as total kinetic

energy of the products is, therefore/8 � $/ 	 /567
(products)- (55)

where E
567

is the total (electronic and vibrational) excitation energy of the prod-

ucts. There is no simple way, however, to estimate the amountof E
567

. As indicated

in Table 7, and mentioned earlier, the electron capture process H� + SiH� � H +

(SiH�� ) is accompanied by a Franck-Condon transition (SiH� � SiH�� ) which leads
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directly to the continuum SiH�� + H� of SiH�� . The P ���76 �� �� � � cross section is,

thus, the cross section for production of SiH�� + H� fragments. The fact that the

SiH�� ion promptly dissociates after the electron capture has taken place, does not

affect the character of the electronic transition itself. In the case of the analogous

H� + CH� system, where CH�� is stable, it was experimentally observed that the

electron capture process has a resonant character (due to the small exothermicity

of about 1.1 eV, that can be absorbed by the internal degrees of freedom of CH��
ion). Because of relatively large exothermicity (? � �Bl eV) of the� � � � ���
dissociative charge exchange reaction, one may expect thatonly part of it can be

absorbed by the vibrational modes of SiH�� and�� products, so that resonant con-

ditions ($/ ? @) for this reaction cannot be expected to be fulfilled. The reaction

may still have a quasi-resonant character due to the small remaining resonance en-

ergy defect. For similar reasons, the charge exchange reaction H� + SiH� � H

+ SiH�� cannot be expected to have resonant character (contrary to the H� + CH�
case). Nevertheless, the relationsP ���76 �� �� � �P ���76 �# � � � ? (& �# �� �(& �� �� � � - / � �@��I - (56a)P �76 �� �� � �P �76 �#� � � ? p(& �#�� �(& �� �� � � q� - / _ B@��I - (56b)

resulting from the general theories of low- and high-energycharge exchange re-

actions [17, 18], are still expected to be valid. We shall usethese relations to

determineP ���76 �� �� � �, with due account of the remarks made above for the H� +

SiH� and H� + SiH� collision systems.

The derived cross sections can be represented by the analytic expressionP ���76 �� �� � � � V�/ � }~ � V�/ 7� � V� �Y" �	V~ �/ 7� �/ 7� � V�/ 7� � V��/ 7�� � V��/ 7�� �j�@��r Vk � �
(57)

where the collision energy is expressed in eV units, and the values of fitting param-

eters are given in Table 8. The first term in Eq.(57) ensures that with decreasing

the energy, the cross section attains its thermal energy value given by Eq.(53). The

upper limit of validity of the expression (56) is about 200 - 300 keV. In Table 8, we

give also the fitting parameters for the total cross section of reactions� � � � � ��� � � � � ��� ��� � (58a)� � � ���� ��� � (58b)

for which calculations exist in the energy range 1 - 1000 eV [34], as well as a

known value of its thermal rate coefficient [12]. In the energy region above 1000
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eV, the total cross section of reactions (58) was derived by using the scalings (56).

For energies belowA 150	200 eV, the contribution of the channel (58a) can be

neglected in the total cross section. The favourable couplings in the channel (58b)

lead to a very large cross section for this reaction channel in the energy range belowA 1000 eV (A �@��� Vk �
), i.e. the process (58b) produces Si�� ��� � excited ions

with rate coefficients of_ �@�� Vk � �! at plasma temperatures_ 10 eV [34].

4 Concluding remarks

We have presented a complete cross section database for all important collision

processes of electrons and protons with SiH� (� � � 	 
) molecules and their

ions taking place in low density plasmas with temperatures up to several hundreds

eV (and even higher). For the sake of completeness, we have also included the

electron-impact ionization of Si, as well as its charge exchange process with pro-

tons. In establishing this database, we have used the information regarding the

mechanisms governing the considered processes. In particular, well established

theoretical or semi-empirical cross section scaling relationships have been used for

deriving the cross sections of reactions for which such information was not avail-

able in the literature.

The limitation regarding the plasma density holds only for low-temperature plas-

mas with high neutral hydrogen density when the collision processes of SiH� and

SiH�� with hydrogen neutrals become also important. We also assume that plasma

conditions are such that formation of heavier silicon hydrides (such as Si�H� , etc)

does not take place. Under such plasma and gas conditions, the ion SiH�� does not

appear among SiH�� ions, and for this reason its processes (DE� , DI� and DR)

with plasma electrons have been excluded from the present database. In the oppo-

site case, when Si�Hr is present in the plasma, stable SiH�� ion can be formed in

the dissociative ionization reaction� � � �� r � ��� �� � ��� products (see, e.g.

[14]). We note, however, that analytic expressions for the total DE� and DI� cross

sections, Eqs.(44) and (48), respectively, and total DR rate coefficient, Eq.(51), are

also applicable for the SiH�� ion. Using the described methodology in Sections 2

and 3, one can also determine the main DE� , DI� and DR reaction channels for

SiH�� and their characteristics (branching ratios and energetics).

The cross sections of considered reactions have been presented by compact

analytic expressions, valid in a broad energy range (from threshold, or thermal

energy region for exothermic reaction, up to several keV forelectron-impact pro-
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cesses, and several hundreds of keV for electron capture reactions). The accuracy

of presented cross sections for electron-impact processesis within 15	20%, when

the cross sections are derived from experimental sources, and 30	50% when they

are derived from scaling relationships. The accuracy of electron capture and parti-

cle exchange cross sections is believed to be within 30	50% in the region belowA
1 eV (where they are determined on the basis of an extension ofthermal rate coeffi-

cients data), but it may be worse at higher energies. There isalso an uncertainly of

about 0.5 - 1.0 eV (and in certain cases even more) in the energetics of considered

reactions, due to uncertainties in thermochemical data and, more importantly, due

to energy uncertainties of dissociative excited states of considered molecules, and

state of excitation of reaction products.
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Table 1

Heat of formation,$� �% , [14], ionization potential,(& , ([14]), and lowest stable

excited states (with their energies given in parentheses, in eV units, [14, 16]) of H,

H�, SiH� , �� � @ 	 
�, and their ions.� -� � - � �� � $�% ��I � (& ��I � Lowest stable excited states (E
567

, in eV)� 2.277 13.595 n=2(10.20); n=3(12.09)

H� 15.872

H� 0.015 15.427 B (10.9); a/c (11.5), C (12.0)

H�� 15.442

Si 4.638 8.152
�, �@ �Hn� Z� � ���l �� Z~ � � �
 ���� Z� � �� �
 �l@�

Si� 12.79

SiH 3.882 7.91 A (2.98)

SiH� 11.79 A (3.09)

SiH� 2.98� 8.92 a (0.906); A (1.92); B (2.65)

SiH�� 11.90 A (1.63)

SiH� 2.09� 8.01 A (D 6.0); D (6.14); E (5.98); I (6.94)

SiH�� 10.10 no exc. states listed in [14]

SiH� 0.354 11.00 no exc. states listed in [14]

SiH�� 11.354 A (0.094); B (0.61); C(6.92)

(*): Data taken from Ref. [15].
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Table 2

Electron-impact ionization channels of SiH� : Threshold energy (E)* �, electron

energy loss (
/ ���5G ), mean total kinetic energy of products (

/ 8 � and high-energy

branching ratio (RE �0 E ).
Reaction E)* (eV)

/ ���5G (eV)
/8

(eV)
JE �0 E� � � ��� � � �� �� � � � �� 12.03 12.85 0.82 0.31� ��� �� � � � � �� 11.57 12.02 0.45 0.42� ��� � � � � �� � �� 13.73 15.37 1.64 0.12� ��� � �� � � �� 12.47 13.65 1.18 0.10� � � � ��� � � �� 17.61 19.59 1.98 0.04� � �� � � �� � � �� 18.07 20.19 2.12 0.01� � � �� � � ��� �� � �� 8.01 8.01 — 0.67� ��� �� � � � �� 12.09 13.31 1.22 0.20� ��� � � � � � �� 9.72 10.75 1.03 0.08� ��� � �� � � � �� 12.99 14.94 1.95 0.03� � � � ��� � � �� 16.76 20.26 3.50 0.02� � � �� � � ��� �� � �� 8.24 8.24 — 0.72� ��� � � � � �� 11.09 12.39 1.30 0.23� ��� � �� � �� 9.83 11.47 1.64 0.05� � � � ��� � �� 16.77 19.31 2.36 0.01� � � �� � ��� � � �� 7.91 7.91 — 0.74� ��� � � � �� 11.19 12.17 0.98 0.25� � � � � � � �� 16.63 19.25 2.62 0.01� � � � � � �� � �� 8.15 8.15 1.00
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Table 3

Main dissociative excitation channels of SiH� to neutrals: Threshold energies

(E)*), mean total kinetic energy of products (
/ 8

), and channel branching ratios

(R01 ).

Reaction E)* (eV)
/ 8

(eV)
J01� � � ��� � ��� � � � � � 8.04� 4.02 0.46� ��� � � �� � � 8.26 5.62 0.26� ��� � �� � � � � 10.48 4.66 0.15� �� � �� � � � 8.64 4.32 0.13� � � �� � � ��� � � � � � 5.71 2.54 0.65� ��� � �� � � 5.43 3.62 0.23� �� � �� � � � � 8.04 3.20 0.12� � � �� � � � �� � � � � 5.72 2.54 0.78� �� � �� � � 5.01 3.34 0.22� � � �� � �� � � � � 6.06 3.03 1.00

(*): The total dissociation experiment for SiH� [25] indicates a somewhat

higher threshold: 8.4 eV. The experimental uncertainty in the threshold region may,

however, be fairly large.
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Table 4

Main dissociative excitation channels of SiH�� : Threshold energies (E)*), mean

total kinetic energy of products (
/ 8

), and channel branching ratios (R01 3 ).

Reaction E)* (eV)
/ 8

(eV)
J01 3� � � �� �� � � �� �� � � � � 5.90 1.84 0.46� ��� � � � � � � 11.81 3.06 0.08� ��� � � � � � � 3.76 2.05 0.42� ��� � � � �� � � 6.83 1.95 0.05� � � �� �� � � �� � � � � � 3.69 1.54 0.30� ��� � � � � � 10.60 2.75 0.05� ��� � �� � � 2.55 1.64 0.55� ��� � �� � � 6.34 1.90 0.10� � � �� � � ��� � � � � 4.43 1.15 0.90� �� � � � � � 11.77 3.05 0.10
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Table 5

Main dissociative ionization channels of SiH�� : Threshold energies (E)*), ki-

netic energy of product ions (E
8

), and channel branching ratios (R0E3 ).

Reaction E)* (eV) E
8

(eV)
J0E3� � � �� �� � � �� �� � � � � �� 27.14 9.48 0.47� ��� � � � �� � �� 26.62 9.48 0.24� ��� � � � � � � � �� 28.02 9.48 0.17� ��� � � � � �� � �� 29.79 9.48 012� � � �� �� � � �� � � � � � �� 24.31 9.54 0.55� ��� � � �� � �� 25.88 9.54 0.29� ��� � � � � � � �� 28.58 9.54 0.16� � � �� � � ��� � � � � �� 25.48 9.60 1.00
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Table 6

Main dissociative recombination channels of SiH�� : Reaction exothermicity for

ground state products (E���8 ), channel branching ratios (R0M ), and possible excited

products for E
5G � � eV.

Reaction E���8 (eV)
J0M Excited products (E

5G � � eV)� � � �� �� � � �� � � � 4.84 0.40 SiH� (a; A; B)� ��� � �� 6.20 0.15 � �� (A)� ��� � �� 1.67 0.15 � �� (A)� �� � � � �� 3.17 0.30 � � (
�, Z�� )� � � �� �� � � �� � � 5.74 0.25 � �� (A)� �� � � � 7.24 0.15 � � (

�, Z�� Z� � �� )� �� � �� 2.71 0.60 � � (
�, Z�� )� � � �� � � �� � � 4.87 1.00 � � (

�, Z�� Z�� �� )
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Table 7

Charge- and particle- exchange channels in H� + SiH� thermal collisions: To-

tal thermal rate coefficients (� )^)N� ), branching ratios (RN� ), reaction exothermic-

ities ($/
), and values of parametersV and� in Eq.(54).

Reaction � )^)N� ��@�� Vk � �! JN� $/
(eV) c �� � � � ��� � � � ��� �� � � 4.33 0.42 2.59 — —� �� � � �� �� 4.33 0.58 6.10 0.5 2.5� � � � �� � � � � ��� �� 4.18 0.40 5.59 — —� �� � � �� �� 4.18 0.60 6.04 0.5 2.5� � � � �� � � � � ��� �� 3.30 0.38 4.68 — —� �� � � �� � 3.30 0.62 1.08 0.5 2.5� � � � �� � � � ��� � 2.56 0.35 5.69 — —� �� � � �� 2.56 0.65 6.95 0.1 3.5� � � � � ��� � � � � � �� ��� � 1.50 (b) (a) 5.45 — —� � � ���� ��� � 1.50 (b) (a) 0.14 — —

(a): Below E? 150 eV, the contribution of H + Si� ��� � channel to total cross

section of reaction (58) can be neglected. Only for E_ 500 eV, the contributions

of the two channels become approximately equal. (b): Value taken from Ref. [12].
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Table 8

Values of fitting parametersV] in Eq.(57) for electron capture reactions in H�
+ SiH� collision systems (� � @ 	 
).V] SiH� SiH� SiH� � �� � �V � 9.96 12.14 9.10 6.50 10.9V� 85 0.010 0.005 0.001 8.25V� 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 1.85V� 30.2 25.4 22.2 29.0 582.0V~ 0.00 1.22 1.55 5.3 4.98Vr — 0.62 0.57 0.35 0.21V� 0.015 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00V� 9.0 (-6) ��� 2.0 (-9) 2.35 (-7) 1.12 (-6) 2.35 (-5)V� 1.20 2.05 1.55 1.45 1.15V �� 2.19 (-18) 4.47 (-21) 4.28 (-21) 6.03 (-20) 7.05 (-21)V �� 3.8 4.3 4.26 4.3 4.3V �� 4.47 (-22) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00V �� 4.4 — — — —

(*): K �	Y � � K � �@�6
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